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Step.Six - Module.Six
Forgiveness & Gratitude
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Forgiveness
"Remember that not getting what you want is sometimes a wonderful stroke of luck.” 

- Dalai Lama - 

“What happened happened and could not have happened any other way….because it didn’t”  
- Peter Crone - 

The past is gone, we cannot change anything that is said and done. It happened. We can however shift our thoughts and our responses now and in 
the future. Everything we do is only a pattern and once we see the pattern being created, then we shift from a place of reaction to a place of 
observation and empowerment. 


Empowerment does not mean control or strength by overcoming something else, rather it means being aware, accepting and responsible for how we 
respond. There is no competition. There is no opposition. there is only what we choose to allow into our lives and how we choose to respond in any 
given moment, positively because we seek to learn and grow, to allow or not; and negatively because we seek to expect, control, assume or blame.


In all situations, we are entirely in control and responsible for what we do with the information.


To release the past, we must learn to forgive everyone, ourselves included.


Just being willing to forgive is the greatest breakthrough.



Exercise
“Trust the process and it is a process. You’ll be ok”


When you find yourself overwhelmed, in panic, lost or negative narratives; this system helps you shift your indset consciously to a place aligned to what truly matters to you.


Practice often you'll notice your thoughts shift to optimism much more frequently


Write your answer to these statements


Notice the thought


What are your feeling in this moment ?


Forgive yourself for the negativity

Acknowledge, Validate and Flip - tell yourself:


"I forgive myself for this thought, thank you for helping me see what I do not want so I may focus on what is important to me" 

Say "I choose instead…"

How would you like it to be :What does that feel like ?




Exercise
Louise Hay says:


“In the infinity of life where I am all is perfect, whole and complete


I believe in a power far greater than I am that flows through me every moment of every day


I open myself to the wisdom within, knowing there is only one intelligent in this Universe


Out of this One Intelligence comes all answers, all solutions, all healing and all new creation


I trust this Power and Intelligence, knowing that whatever I need to know is revealed to me


and whatever I need comes to me in the right time, sequence and space.


All is well in my World”



End of Module.Six



Step.Seven - Module.Seven
Identifying Your Purpose
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